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There is growing concern that the U.S. will not be able to meet the 
demand for skilled and educated workers in science, technology, 
engineering, and mathematics (STEM) occupations, yet women are 
significantly underrepresented in these occupations. The goal of 
this research is to identify opportunities to encourage and support 
young women interested in pursuing STEM disciplines. We will 
seek to contextualize the needs, behaviors, motivations, attitudes, 
and expectations of young women learning STEM disciples, the 
barriers that prevent their success in these fields, and the potential 
impacts of this growing inequality. 
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2. Introduction 
 
 

While women’s representation in STEM 
occupations has increased since the 1970s, 
women remain significantly underrepresented 
in engineering and computer occupations, 
which make up more than 80 percent of all 
STEM employment (BLS). In fact, women’s 
representation in computer occupations has 
declined since the 1990s (BLS). This is 
underscored by the fact that women make up 
over 57% of college graduates with a 
Bachelor’s degree, yet earn only 18.1% of 
degrees conferred in Computer Science (NSF, 
table 5-1). It is clear that, with the demand for 
skilled and educated workers growing at an 
unprecedented pace, this lack of female 
representation in STEM fields threatens to 
undermine national competitiveness and 
economic development.

This disparity is precipitated by biased 
beliefs about occupational performance, 
economic, social, and cultural environments, 
lack of exposure or support, income inequality, 
and personal preference (Charles). However, 
these factors can be overcome by 
encouraging and supporting the pursuits of 
young women in STEM disciplines and 
creating an inclusive environment the 
welcomes and values their contributions. 
Through the application of survey, semi-
structured inquiry, and informal observation 
our team hopes to uncover points of 
intervention that promotes and maintains the 
engagement of young women with STEM 
occupations beyond their formative years. 
 

 

 
 

The goal of this research is to identify 
opportunities to encourage and support young 
women interested in pursuing STEM 
disciplines in the Seattle metro-area. We will 
seek to contextualize the needs, behaviors, 
motivations, attitudes, and expectations of 
young women learning STEM disciples, the 
barriers that prevent their success in these 
fields, and the potential impacts of this 
growing inequality. We benefit in this 
investigation from the large amount of 
research that has previously been collected by 
the Washington Student Achievement Council, 
Intentional Futures, Microsoft Research, state 
and national government agencies, and an 
array of academic researchers. We will 
therefore utilize this research to inform our 
practice and methods throughout our 
investigation.

Demand for skilled and educated 
workers in science, technology, engineering, 
and mathematics (STEM) field is high, 
particularly in computer occupations, which 
are expected to grow by nearly half a million 
new jobs by 2024 (BLS). Washington state 
aligns with these national trends, having a 
projected demand gap for computer and 
information science degrees that exceeds the 
current rate of degree production by 94% 
(WSAC, 2015). Yet, amidst the backdrop of 
this booming service sector is a growing 
concern about the nation’s ability to meet the 
demand for skilled workers. This concern has 
brought an increased focus to the inequality of 
female representation in many STEM fields. 



1.  Women are critically underrepresented in Math and Computer Science, the fastest growing 
STEM fields.

2.  Minority women have been disproportionately affected by bias and the constant undercutting 
and lack of opportunity they encounter in STEM fields causes many qualified workers to 
pursue other occupations.

3.  Students’ sense of belonging plays a critical role in shaping the motivations, self-efficacy, 
sense of well-being and, ultimately, achievement in STEM disciplines.

4.  Girls frequently disengage from STEM fields during the middle school years (11-15), which are 
a crucial time for identity formation and occupational motivation.

5.  Female role models provide key support and help foster a sense of belonging for girls in STEM.

6.  Young women are not getting enough practical, hands-on experience with STEM subjects.
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Space 



Growing demand for skilled workers in STEM 
 
Demand for skilled and educated workers in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) 
fields is high. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that employment in STEM occupations grew 
by 10.5 percent, or 817,260 jobs, between May 2009 and May 2015, compared with 5.2 percent net 
growth in non-STEM occupations. Computer occupations accounted for over 80 percent of this growth, 
or 656,930 jobs, and job gains are projected to increase by 12.5 percent from 2014 to 2024, resulting in 
nearly half a million new jobs (BLS, 2017). Yet, over 99 percent of STEM employment requires some 
type of postsecondary education for entry (BLS, 2017).

U.S. Gender gap in STEM fields 
 
Despite over a half a century of laws prohibiting gender discriminatory hiring practices (Title VII of the 
1964 Civil Rights Act), the U.S. lags well behind many less gender-progressive countries (Iran, Saudi 
Arabia, etc.) in the representation of women in the STEM workforce (Charles, 2011). This is even more 
troubling when considering that women make up nearly half of the country’s total workforce and are 
more likely than men to complete college and attend graduate school, yet constitute only 26% of STEM 
workers (USDOC, 2013).

Gender-bias 
 
Women frequently need to overcompensate to be seen as competent and qualified in fields like 
engineering and computer science, yet are expected to conform socially to their gender stereotype. This 
balancing act causes many women to find themselves walking a tightrope between being seen as too 
feminine to be competent—or too masculine to be likable (Cuddy, Fiske, & Glick, 2004; Fiske, Xu, & 
Cuddy, 1999).
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Economic, social, and cultural environments 
 
An AAUW study found that among full-time, year- round workers in 2013, women were paid 78 percent 
of what men were paid (Corbett & Hill, 2015). A similar study found that one year after they graduate, 
women with Ph.D.s in science and engineering fields earn 31% less than men (Bufington, et al., 2016). 
The constant undercutting and lack of opportunity minority women encounter in STEM fields causes 
many qualified workers to pursue other occupations. Bias toward gender coupled with bias toward race 
or ethnicity results in a barrier that few women of color can cross: Black, Hispanic, American Indian, and 
Alaska Native women combined make up 18 percent of the population ages 20 to 24 in 2013, yet they 
were awarded just 6 percent of computing and 3 percent of engineering bachelor’s degrees conferred 
that year (Corbett & Hill, 2015).
 
Exposure, support, and Personal Preference 
 
 It has been reported that girls who are interested in STEM are high achievers who have supportive 
adult networks and are exposed to STEM fields (Modi, Schoenberg, & Salmond, 2012). Research shows 
that African American and Hispanic girls who lacked social capital, but had high interest in STEM, high 
confidence, and a strong work ethic were still less represented in STEM fields than less motivated 
Caucasian girls who received more support and exposure (Modi, Schoenberg, & Salmond, 2012). 
 
This study also found that 74 percent of high school girls across the country are interested in the fields 
of STEM (Modi, Schoenberg, Salmond, 2012). This reveals a sizable gap between girls interested in 
STEM in high school and those who actually pursue a STEM occupation. However, recent research by 
Microsoft has revealed that this disengagement from STEM actually starts years earlier in middle 
school, a crucial time identity formation and occupational motivation. According to the study, most girls 
become interested in STEM at the age of 11-and-a-half but this starts to wane by the age of 15 
(Microsoft Research, 2017). The key reasons cited are lack of female role models in STEM (support) 
and lack of practical experience (exposure).
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How can we foster a sense of belonging for 
young women in STEM pathways? 
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3. Methods 
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Methods 
Who? 
Girls aged 11–16 years attending Seattle schools.

What? 
The aim of the research is to investigate the 
attitudes and motivations of girls in relation to 
STEM subjects.

How? 
1. Participant observation  

Observation of student-mentor relationships was 
conducted with two classes of students with two 
different mentors at Summit Sierra Public. 
Our intention was to observe the girls with their 
mentors in their natural academic environment. 
Observation was a way for us to understand the 
needs and frustrations the girls have with their 
interactions. We found that student-mentor 
relationships were built around reciprocity and 
provided emotional support and accountability. 

2. Focus Group 

A focus group discussion was also held with 8 
school girls at Summit Sierra Public. The intention 
of the focus group was to gauge the importance 
of mentors in the girls’ lives and their attitudes 
towards their mentors. This was also an informal 
way to get to know the girls better, observe group 
dynamics, and uncover differences in their 
attitude and behavior, collectively versus 
individually.
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Methods 
3. Surveys 

Surveys were conducted at three schools in the 
Seattle area; in-person with teacher supervision at 
Seattle World Schools and Summit Sierra Public, 
and online at a West Seattle middle school.

The survey used short answers and Likert scales 
to assess their preferences to STEM or non-STEM 
related subjects, gender biases and personal 
behaviour towards challenges. Open-ended 
responses were also provided for additional 
comments. Our intention for conducting the 
surveys was to better understand the girls’ 
attitudes toward learning particular subjects and 
to assess their sense of efficacy and belonging.

* No personal information was collected: the survey 
was completely voluntary, anonymous and only 
required the girls to divulge their age.
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4. Results 
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The combined results from the Observation, Survey and Focus Groups provided us with 
the following:

1. Reinforced and expanded on secondary research 
Our literature reviews provided a substantial amount of data accumulated from studies 
done on girls and STEM nationwide, while our expert interviews shed a broad, academic 
perspective on the subject. Sitting down and talking to the girls corroborated earlier 
research, while providing their own unique view. This helped us to focus on concerns 
and identify opportunities for intervention.
 
2. The creation of our personas 
Our primary research uncovered two different types of girls within STEM pathways. One 
girl is keen on STEM subjects, has the resilience to continue but lacks the resources, 
representation and support within her community. The second girl is a high-achiever 
and knows she can do well within STEM fields but often feels isolated and ostracized 
by her peers due to her academic interests and achievements. 
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3. Language barriers and additional considerations 
We conducted the in-person survey with two schools that had differing student types, 
teaching methods, and curricula. At Summit Public School (SPS), the girls had a high 
level of English and were socially confident. We saw that this was mainly due to having 
a "tribe" that was handpicked by the school to help new students transition into a new 
academic environment. Regular mentoring by faculty is also embedded within their 
academic life. Summit mentors try to achieve a balance for their students' academic 
and personal wellbeing.

At Seattle World School (SWS), the majority of the girls are first generation immigrants 
or refugees, coming in with only foundational level of English. Language therefore 
created an additional learning barrier for these students. Like SPS, SWS provided girls 
with tutors to help them achieve scholastically, but their support was more limited to 
academic considerations and had to transcend communication barriers.

We conducted the survey at SPS as a group, followed by a focus group discussion. Girls 
were more expressive with their opinions due to their high level of English. However, 
results from the survey and the focus group demonstrated the effects of "group think". 
Whenever there was an individual girl who diverged from the opinion of the majority, 
she was silenced by the group or deferred to popular opinion, which preferred creative 
pursuits to STEM.

At SWS, we conducted the survey individually, due to the language barrier, so that we 
could explain the questions to them with examples. In this group, the girls showed a 
high interest for STEM subjects. However, several of the girls mentioned that they 
struggled to understand some aspects of Science or Math classes that required a 
higher level of English comprehension.
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We conducted interviews with:
3 Academics
5 Design consultants working on the IF Education team 
1 Education Consultant
2 Industry practitioners working directly with girls
 
ACADEMICS 
 
Katie Headrick Taylor 
UW assistant professor of Learning Sciences and Human Development whose research 
works with young adults, participatory design and the learning environments.

Learnings: When it comes to young women and STEM, people do not realize that it is 
the mothers who are teaching these youths about innovation at home. But things like 
gardening, baking or creating solar systems out of styrofoam is often not talked about 
or seen as innovation or science.

"Moms are helping young girls from home with various activities (e.g. Cooking, 
gardening, etc), they do not perceive it to be STEM related." - Katie Headrick Taylor, UW

Kiley Sobel: Phd candidate of the UW HCDE program involved with leading UW 
KidSteam project with Jason Yip.

Learnings: Children need to feel their ideas are respected and supported through a 
reciprocal relationship with the faculty, instead of an autocratic one. Find similarities 
between the students interests and the skills they are learning. 

"Find ways to connect where you can find similarities about their interests and be silly 
with the kids. Keep a casual environment." - Kiley Sobel, UW Kidsteam
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Andy Davidson: Senior lecturer from UW’s HCDE program  and former high school 
computer science and technology  teacher who runs design charrettes in high schools 
within the WA area.

Learnings: Best results from the high school students during the charrette were when 
the UW undergrads were leading the activities. Interaction with peers who are only 
slightly older allowed the high schoolers to see that design thinking and college as 
more of a reality than if an older faculty member was leading the session. Another is 
that it is important when we are constructing assignments or projects to make them 
relevant to real world issues or to localized issues our target community is facing. 
When Andy worked with middle schoolers in an indigenous community in northern WA, 
designed the charrette activities so the students made apps relevant to their 
community, such as fish tracking or elk migration. 

"Bring examples to help them relate to it (the subject) and understand how it’ll be useful, 
the bigger impact." - Andy Davidson, UW HCDE
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DESIGN CONSULTANTS 

IF Sponsors working on education projects: Alex and Ilona, Beth, Priya and Jessica. The 
five IF consultants we spoke to were recommended by Avery Bell and Rich Crandall, our 
advising sponsors. 

Ilona and Alex: Both are on the IF Education team where they investigate products in 
an area of education technology.

Learnings: We should narrow down to specific criteria that is relevant to our target 
audience during our ideation phase. Doing a competitive assessment of various ed-tech 
with their strengths and weaknesses would be helpful.

"The criteria we have for tech is that they have to be open ended, well-priced and 
enduring, as in they can last through an age, not just a month. The tech should also be 
story-based because girls are really drawn to stories, can relate to a character and 
follow along if they see there is a reason for doing it." - Alex, Intentional Futures
 

Beth had done extensive work on young women in STEM. She provided the general pain 
points she had seen for girls during transition periods and also provided discerning 
research questions for us to consider, such as the how girls are accessing STEM 
resources and how we can turn that to our design advantage.

Learnings: Try to understand why girls are interested in STEM and why they are not. 
Find out how they are accessing information on STEM resources and what is still 
missing. 

"The two major problems girls face are: Getting girls into STEM fields and preventing 
them from being pushed out of STEM." - Beth, Intentional Futures
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Priya and Jess had worked on an extensive framework to pinpoint variables and issues 
of loss and momentum across the P-16 continuum to predict high school graduation 
rates. Their data on the important transition points a student goes through was helpful 
for us to see from the wider perspective of the P-16 students they were studying. 

Learnings: The importance of adult support via mentorship does not only apply to 
young girls but also to students in general, in order to help them actually graduate and 
reach their goals. Students have various transition points throughout their academic 
career and need guidance to help them through the changes. Our interview helped us 
narrow down our target audience to middle schoolers.

"Middle school was make or break point for where kids will be going in the future. There 
are social emotional factors, such as sense of belonging and how can you help them to 
connect." - Priya, Intentional Futures

 
EDUCATION CONSULTANT 
 
Luis Ortega 
Luis is an education consultant for the Gates Foundation and runs an organization 
called Storytellers for Change, which works with schools nationwide to engage 
students in a dialogue of empathy and inclusion through storytelling and story-listening. 

Learnings: Children develop a social identity related to their race, gender, and socio-
economic status with an increasingly widening geographical contest. It also creates a 
notion of what they can or cannot do. This shows how gender bias and stereotypes 
seen in STEM pathways are self-fulfilling.

"STEM is embedded in everyday life, not something new. It’s based on relationships. 
Social stigmas keep girls from accessing STEM fields." - Luis Ortega, education 
consultant
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INDUSTRY PRACTITIONERS

Malia Burns: Principal of Summit Public School. 
The school was recommended by our IF Sponsor, Rich Crandall, and has been 
championed by Bill Gates for their personalized curriculum. The school has a support 
program where each student meets regularly with a faculty mentor to obtain guidance. 

Learnings: If the girls do not have a role model in STEM that they can relate to, and their 
parents are not in STEM fields, it is harder for them to connect the relevance of STEM 
subjects in their lives. School curriculum can provide exposure to STEM but there has 
to be a continuum in the students' lives for them to see the relevance and maintain 
interest. 

"I have girls who are strong in maths and science. But they don’t tie it to a professional 
goal. They don’t say I’m going to be an engineer or a doctor. That’s where the 
disconnect is. Maybe we can say you have this skill set, here’s a career you can connect 
you, here’s some women who have done this and the challenges they faced. That’s the 
big disconnect. We don’t see the disproportionality in the classroom." - Malia, Principal 
of Summit Public School

Victoria Santos: Educator and facilitator of Young Women Empowered's (Y-WE) 
programs. Y-WE works with people of colour who identify within the fem spectrum. 
Their programs include leadership, art, and design and STEM programs in conjunction 
with Microsoft mentors.

Learnings: Girls need to know that they belong within their community as well as to the 
industry of their choosing. STEM fields typically direct learning through methods that 
work better for boys than girls. Girls tend to prefer collaborative problem-solving 
approaches that make use of social skills and allow them to connect at a human-level.

"The problem is because of the STEM curriculum. There is no collaborative learning 
experience. They are sold as linear and rigid learning methods." - Victoria Santos, Y-WE
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Themes 
Common themes we identified from the subject matter interviews were: 

1. Collaboration and Inclusiveness 
Girls are motivated by collaborative problem solving. They find STEM subjects to be 
complicated, abstract, and socially isolating. 

2. Belonging and support 
Adult support and female representation in STEM roles play a big part in maintaining 
the interest of girls in STEM subjects through periods of transition (primary to middle 
school, middle to high school, high school to college). Girls need to feel they have a 
reciprocal relationship with adults, in addition to the support of their peers. Adults 
provide them with a sense of structure and guidance for their lives as a whole, while 
peers provide a sense of belonging.

3. Real-life relevance 
Girls have trouble connecting the relevance of STEM skills and subjects with their day-
to-day realities. Stereotypically female activities such as cooking and gardening are not 
associated as part of STEM. This issue has led to a disconnect between girls who are 
interested and succeeding in STEM subjects but do not end up choosing STEM careers. 
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“I want math to be more fun. Make it simple for me 
or relate it to real life problems.” 
 
 

—Student, Summit Public School

This is especially true for young 
women whom do not have parents 
from STEM backgrounds, and 
therefore have not considered the 
significance of STEM skills outside of 
the learning environment.

Girls view STEM skills as lacking 
practical relevance beyond the 
classroom. 

 
 
“You just have to show them concrete stuff and 
make them think, ‘I can do this.’ That’s all you’ve got 
to do.” 
 

—Andrew Davidson, UW-HCDE

Secondary Evidence 
 
Girls interested in STEM like to …

87% 

83%  

 

 
 
 

85% 

80% 
 

—Girl Scouts 

 

understand how 

things work 

do hands-on 

activities 
solve 

problems 

ask 

questions 
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Primary Evidence 
 
“I have girls who are strong in math and science, but 
they don’t tie it to a professional goal. They don’t say 
I’m going to be an engineer or a doctor…that’s the 
big disconnect. We don’t see the disproportionality 
in the classroom. ” 
 

 
—Malia, Principal of Summit Public School

When a goal is set too broadly or too rigidly it becomes 
unattainable and causes the student to lose confidence in 
her ability to be successful in a STEM profession. 
Additionally, many young women are not able to connect 
skills and achievements in STEM courses to their related 
occupations. This results from a lack of exposure to STEM 
careers, a lack of gender and ethnic representation in 
STEM fields, and a lack of adult guidance. Teaching young 
women how to set and be accountable for their learning 
and career goals helps them to take ownership and build 
an intrinsic drive for growth.

Many young women 
do not understand how 
to set realistic and 
attainable career goals 
or develop a plan to 
achieve them. 

 
 
“I feel good that it's my own goal and not anyone 
else's.” 
 
 
 
 
 

—Student, Summit Public School

Secondary Evidence 

81% of STEM girls 
express interest in pursuing a career in a STEM field—specifically, in 
engineering, physical/life science, math, computer science/information 
technology, or software development. However, only 13% say that it is their first 
choice. 
 

—Girl Scouts 
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Primary Evidence 
 
“It’s definitely the communication and people skills 
that attract many of the under-represented groups 
to consider a field like [engineering]. They want to 
use their understanding of sociology to get a job or 
get through college. ” 
 

 
—Andrew Davidson, UW-HCDE

However, young women more than men are 
not interested in the content, but rather in the 
application and tangible social impact it can 
make in the lives of human-beings. They want 
to utilize their planning and communication 
skills to solve human problems and make a 
difference in people’s lives.

Young women often depart 
from STEM pathways because 
educators depend too heavily 
upon the content to hold their 
interest. 

 
 
Several girls get together and discuss the 
social dynamics of their group as they plan and 
organize a dance for their class.
 
 
 
 

—Observation, Student, Summit Public School

Secondary Evidence 

More STEM girls have philanthropic motivations:

94% want to help people 

92% want to make a difference in the world 

—Girl Scouts 
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Primary Evidence 
 
“The problem is because of the STEM curriculum. 
There is no collaborative learning experience. They 
are sold as linear and rigid learning methods.” 
 

 
—Victoria Santos, Y-WE

Young women tend to build their self-
efficacy through peer reinforcement: 
collaborative achievements, social 
recognition, encouragement, and peer-
modeling (the act of observing a peer 
complete a task). This makes them 
especially vulnerable to the quality of 
support they receive from female peer 
relationships.

Isolation from female peers in 
STEM environments is a 
significant factor causing 
young women to depart from 
STEM pathways. 

 
 
“Women, especially young women, are interested 
in collaborative problem solving, not 
competitive...they want to get together and work 
together.” 
 
 

—Andrew Davidson, UW-HCDE

Secondary Evidence 

47% of girls say 
that they would feel uncomfortable being the only girl in a group or class. 
 

—Girl Scouts 
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Primary Evidence 
 
“Mentors see me down and will help out. All 
teachers check up on you all the time, both for 
academics and personal. Because you can’t do well 
if you’re having problems at home.” 
 
 

—Student, Summit Public School

Non-traditional students face significant hardships in their 
personal lives that can prevent academic achievement: 
immigrant parents often lack the educational resources to 
support their children in a second language, while others 
may have to travel long distances from rural communities 
to gain education. Some students may face fears of 
cultural or sexual discrimination, or even be homeless, 
living without parents, or in abusive or neglectful 
households. Educators should be aware that they may 
therefore require addition levels of guidance and support in 
the educational environment to meet their full potential.

Girls in STEM from 
marginalized groups 
may have little 
stability or support for 
their pursuits. 

 
 
A girl talks about breaking a bone in her leg after 
tripping on a rock, but waiting for her grandfather 
to get home before seeking help. She didn’t want 
her grandmother to worry. She says, “I’m trying to 

manage their questions.” 

 
—Student, Summit Public School

Secondary Evidence

54%
 

 

African American  

& Hispanic 

are less likely than 

Caucasian girls 

to go to their parent(s) 
for information on career choices. 70% 

African American girls 

say that their parents are less likely to 
approve of a STEM career compared to 38% 

Caucasian  

girls54% 
—Girl Scouts 
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Primary Evidence 
 
“STEM is embedded in everyday life, not something 
new. It’s based on relationships. Social stigmas keep 
girls from accessing STEM fields. ” 
 

 
—Luis Ortega, education consultant

Those who fail to conform to societal prejudices 
face reduced levels of communication, social 
engagement, confidence, motivation, and 
interest, and ultimately an increased risk of 
departure from STEM pathways. This leads girls 
who enjoy STEM courses to hide their interests 
and abilities to avoid social rejection. It should 
therefore be acknowledged that achievement 
alone does not necessarily result in a girl 
maintaining a pathway in a STEM field. They 
must also be able to maintain a sense of 
belonging with female peers.

Female peer groups often 
reinforce negative attitudes 
and gender biases toward 
young women in STEM 
pathways through 
ostracization and social 
exclusion. 

 
 
A shy girl mentions that she likes math, but 
gets quiet when her peers contradict her. 
 
 
 

—Student, Summit Public School

Secondary Evidence 

Women makers are more likely to rely on personal connections as resources throughout the  
making process and say that collaboration is a key part of making. 

Interacting & connecting 
with others is important to women makers. 
 

—Intel MakeHers report 

 
 

 

 



Quotes 

“Mentors see me down and will help out. All 
teachers check up on you all the time, both for 
academics and personal. Because you can’t do 
well if you’re having problems at home.” –Student, 
Summit Public School (focus group)

“I have girls who are strong in maths and science. 
But they don’t tie it to a professional goal. They 
don’t say I’m going to be an engineer or a doctor. 
That’s where the disconnect is. Maybe we can say 
you have this skillset, here’s a career you can 
connect you, here’s some women who have done 
this and the challenges they faced. That’s the big 
disconnect. We don’t see the disproportionality in 
the classroom.” –Malia, Principal of Summit 
Public School

“I believe the girls are better at engineering 
because studies show that engineers work better 
in groups and the girls in my classes are a bit 
better about working in groups than the boys”. –
West Seattle school student (online survey) 

“I want Maths to be more fun. Make it simple for 
me or relate it to real life problems”. –Student, 
Summit Public School (focus group) 
 
“I feel good that it’s my own goal, and not anyone 
else’s” –Student, Summit Public School 
(observation) 
 
“The problem is because of the STEM curriculum. 
There is no collaborative learning experience. They 
are sold as linear and rigid learning methods”. –
Victoria Santos, Co-Director,  Young Women 
Empowered 
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Key 
Insights 

1.  Girls view STEM skills as lacking 
practical relevance beyond the 
classroom. 

2.  Many young women do not understand 
how to set realistic and attainable 
career goals or develop a plan to 
achieve them. 

3.  Young women often depart from STEM 
pathways because educators depend 
too heavily upon the content to hold 
their interest. 

4.  Isolation from female peers in STEM 
environments is a significant factor 
causing young women to depart from 
STEM pathways. 

 
5.  Girls in STEM from marginalized groups 

may have little stability or support for 
their pursuits. 

 
6.  Female peer groups often reinforce 

negative attitudes and gender biases 
toward young women in STEM 
pathways through ostracization and 
social exclusion. 
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Show young women how STEM skills are relevant to everyday life. 
 
Demonstrating the practical relevance of STEM skills through fun and creative explorations in the real 
world can help young women to make connections with classroom lessons and deepen their perceived 
value of STEM pathways. For example, teaching programming through the tangible making of wearable 
technologies can help young women to gain exposure to technologies, identify their practical uses, and 
associate themselves with a larger cultural heritage. 
 
Help young women to set attainable goals and connect their learning to careers. 
 
By setting clear boundaries and expectations and maintaining a system of personal accountability, 
young women will be able to take a more purposeful approach toward their learning experience that will 
help them to overcome barriers and believe in their long-term potential in STEM occupations. 
Collaborative goal setting activities may be especially compelling for young women, as they promote 
cooperation in the personal growth of self and peers.
 
Engage young women in STEM learning by demonstrating social impacts.  
 
It is vital to teach STEM skills to young women by emphasizing their connection to human problems. 
While this can seem to be a lofty goal, it can be made more manageable by teaching issues within a 
developmentally appropriate scope—for example, within their school—and elaborating on their 
connections to STEM pathways. This process may be facilitated through exercises and discussions 
that help young women to identify community problems, articulate their social and environmental 
goals, consider real life examples through STEM-based exercises, and consider implications through 
self-reflection.
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Facilitate support through collaborative social interactions. 
 
A young woman’s sense of interest, motivation, perseverance, confidence, and well-being are all 
inextricably linked to their status within shared community. It is therefore imperative to connect STEM 
pathways to the lives of young women through social and environmental contexts that allow for 
personal connection and community involvement. STEM programs can facilitate connection by 
incorporating rapport-building activities such as discussions, physical gestures (ex. high-fiving, dance 
moves, etc.), verbal encouragement, food sharing, and the forging of group decisions and agreements. 
Deeper levels of emotional support can be facilitated through activities that encourage the sharing of 
personal stories, empathy, and social mirroring. Storytelling has proven to be a particularly powerful 
tool for promoting understanding and connection.
 
Connect vulnerable and marginalized girls in STEM with adult mentors. 
 
Mentor support is critical for girls from vulnerable and marginalized populations because they are 
frequently dealing with significant issues that are beyond their ability to comprehend, and doing so with 
little support. Adult mentors provide young women with guidance from lived experience that helps them 
to cope and persevere through destabilizing transition points (ex. from middle to high school). They 
also help young women to attach personal relevance and meaning to STEM concepts and anticipate 
futures for themselves in STEM pathways. While it is not essential for mentors to be demographically 
matched to their mentee, it is especially beneficial for minority women because it helps them identify 
themselves with STEM occupations. 
 
Support young women in STEM pathways to galvanize their peers. 
 
Research suggests that women prioritize relationships over personal achievement. It is therefore 
necessary to look beyond individual priorities, and consider the impact female peer groups have on the 
outcomes of young women in STEM pathways. Communities should value successful members and 
recognize them for achieving their goals to reinforce their continued prosperity. If given the opportunity, 
highly capable individuals may be able to galvanize their peers and draw them further into STEM 
pathways. To this end, personal achievement may serve a positive value for collective goals, thereby 
giving the community incentive to support the prosperity of all of its members. Alternatively, social 
connection may also serve as a powerful motivator for individual growth. 
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Design 
Implications 

1.  Show young women how STEM skills 
are relevant to everyday life. 

2.  Help young women to set attainable 
goals and connect their learning to 
careers.

3.  Engage young women in STEM learning 
by demonstrating social impacts. 

4.  Facilitate personal connection through 
collaborative social interactions. 

 
5.  Connect vulnerable and marginalized 

girls in STEM with adult mentors. 
 

6.  Support young women in STEM 
pathways to galvanize their peers. 
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Design thoughtfully. 
 
We should design an intervention that promotes clarity and visual simplicity. We should not expect that 
users to have prior experience with the system or content and keep concepts and vocabulary 
appropriate to them. We should avoid features and technologies that are superfluous to their goals and 
prioritize the most commonly used features by making them easily accessible. Affordances should 
maintain the same behaviors throughout and be optimized for the most important tasks. The 
presentation should be attractive and desirable to the user’s tastes.
 
Consider the user’s prior knowledge and experience. 
 
Users often know their goals and intended destination, but not where to start or how to achieve them. 
They also do not know what value our intervention provides, how it works, or how it can help them 
achieve their goals. We will regard the user’s time and effort as valuable, and not require them to learn, 
memorize, or perform unnecessary steps or repetitive tasks. We should be mindful of the user’s goals 
and avoid developing solutions that require the user to invest significant time or effort into learning the 
system. We should be mindful of limitations and utilize platforms and design patterns that are 
common, recognizable, and efficient for the user’s goals, as well as for our development process.
 
Consider the user’s goals and motivations. 
 
Users are motivated by value. We must therefore provide value that is beyond the level of effort or time 
a task requires to be completed. We should support a user’s individual goals by providing added value 
that helps them maintain personal accountability and reinforces their progress. We should make 
options easy to find and understand. We will not request sensitive information without providing value 
that is sufficient to justify it. We will not use functional limitations, nor add superfluous features as a 
justification for this value.

Be inclusive. 
 
Every design has the power to include or exclude. We should aim to include as many people as possible 
within our demographic and encourage active involvement in a shared community. We should support 
participation in the community by providing opportunities for collaboration through sharing and 
cooperative pursuits. We should consider how our users might be differently abled and design with 
sensitivity to variations in capability, needs, and competency. We should design at a developmentally 
appropriate level for the audience and encourage the acceptance of all cultures, ethnicities, and sexual 
orientations. We should be aware of potential pitfalls of our intervention and regard user safety as a 
primary goal. 
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Design 
Principles 
Design thoughtfully 

•   Keep it simple
•   Make it attractive
•   Make it easy to use
•   Communicate clearly
•   Be consistent

Consider the user’s prior knowledge and experience 
•   Don’t waste time or effort
•   Leverage existing platforms
•   Leverage common design patterns

Consider the user’s goals and motivations 
•   Don’t expect trust, earn it
•   Add value, not features
•   Make info easy to find 
•   Provide accountability
•   Reinforce progress

Be inclusive 
•   Make it accessible
•   Make it appropriate
•   Make it safe
•   Build communities
•   Support collaboration
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Research 
Questions 

●  What attributes make a successful mentor?

●  Does the gender of the mentor matter?

●  Why have men in STEM occupations not been successful at 
supporting young women in their eld?

●  How can they be more successful?

●  Are men in other occupations successful at supporting young women 
in their eld?

●  How do students seek support from mentors?

●  How do mentors express support to students?

●  How can we empower mentors to be more effective?

●  How do the female students interact with peers of the same gender?

●  How do the students interact with peers of the opposite gender?

●  How can we help girls visualize what they can do with STEM?

●  How can we help girls to get more experience with STEM?

●  What tools and technologies are school using and what is working?
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Beydaan Mahamud

  

Beydaan is a first generation immigrant from 
Baidoa, Somalia. She's an oldest child who lives 
with her mother and two brothers in a 
low-income housing district in South Seattle. 

She's a hard worker that gets good grades in 
school and is determined to make her mother 
proud. She's excited by science and technology, 
but has limited opportunity to pursue them in her 
school district. She believes in her abilities, but 
worries that no one in her science class looks like 
her. She feels uncertain about her future because 
her family has moved around a lot, but she knows 
that everything will be OK if she just keeps a 
positive attitude.

I want STEM to be more fun. 
Make it simple for me or 
relate it to real life.

CHALLENGES & 
PAIN POINTS

She has limited access to STEM education and 
limited exposure to technology.
She’s interested in STEM, but worries about 
taking different classes than her friends.
She worries that she won't be treated equally in 
a STEM pathway.
She's a hard worker, but gets tired of spending 
her evenings doing chores and homework.

I feel good that it’s my own 
goal and not anybody else’s.

ATTITUDES & 
BEHAVIORS

She’s highly motivated and wants to prove 
people wrong for questioning her ability. 
She likes discussing problems and 
collaborating with her friends to solve them.
She cares more about process than end goal 
and wants learning to be fun and creative.
She wants to fit in with her peers and be 
accepted.

Middle School Student 

Age: 13
Location: Seattle, WA



Anna Chan

  

Anna is an only child who lives with her 
grandparents in a middle-class district in North 
Seattle. She's naturally gifted at Math and 
always scores at the top of her class. 

Despite her constant success academically, she's 
very shy and doesn't have a lot of social 
confidence. Other students begrudge that it comes 
so easy for her, and that makes her feel guilty and 
ashamed. She's knows that she can succeed in 
whatever she chooses, but hides her abilities to 
avoid drawing attention to herself. She wants to fit 
in, but doesn't have much in common with her 
peers, and sometimes wishes she could just 
disappear.

Teaching is the best form 
of learning.

CHALLENGES & 
PAIN POINTS

She's intellectually ahead of her peers and her 
giftedness draws jealousy and contempt.
She doesn’t have much in common with her 
peers and lacks social confidence.
She makes herself more masculine to fit in to 
classes where she's the only girl.
She feels bored in most of her classes and 
doesn't have to work too hard to succeed.

If it's part of a project, then 
I'll be motivated to do it.

ATTITUDES & 
BEHAVIORS

She wants to be appreciated and admired for 
her natural abilities.
She’s naturally curious and wants to learn and 
experiment at her own pace.
She wants her education to connect to bigger 
issues that are important to her.
She spends her own time preparing for college 
exams so she can get into a top-tier college.

Middle School Student 

Age: 14
Location: Seattle, WA



Study  
Objectives 

Each research session will last 90-minutes for the participant and will include an informal contextual 
observation of student and mentor interactions followed by a short written survey.

NOTE: The facilitator should plan to arrive at the participant’s workplace 15-minutes prior to the session to set-
up and take establishing shots. 

 
Observation 

The session will begin with a 60 minute 
period of informal naturalistic 
observation during which the facilitator 
will act predominantly as a passive 
observer, asking only occasional 
questions. The purpose is to observe 
behaviors and attitudes of social 
interactions between girls in STEM,
their mentors, and their peers. 

We will investigate how students seek 
and affirm their sense of belonging, self-
eficacy, and perseverance, how they 
express their motivations, needs, and any 
underlying assumptions about gender 
stereotypes or STEM fields that are 
exposed.

Survey/Focus Group 

The session will conclude with a 15-
minute written survey conducted in-
person followed by a 15-minute focus 
group discussion. The purpose is to ask 
clarifying questions about our 
observation and uncover attitudes and 
barriers that are not easily observable.

The facilitator will explain the purpose of 
the survey and request, but not require, 
participation. The facilitator will answer 
clarifying questions during the survey. 
The facilitator should collect them upon 
completion and thank participants for 
their cooperation.
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Parental Consent 
Form 

Supporting young women in STEM 
 
The following is a parental consent form for a research study on middle school students. The research is 
an investigation into young women and STEM programs in Seattle. By participating in this interview, you 
will help UW MHCI+D to gain insights into the challenges and potential solutions for STEM programs for 
young women.

PARTICIPATION 
• I volunteer to participate in a research project conducted by students from the MHCID program at the 
University of Washington.
• I understand that the project is designed to gather information about the impacts of media device use 
on driving.
• I understand that my participation in this project is voluntary and I may withdraw at any time without 
giving a reason.
• I understand that I have the right to decline to answer any question or end the session at any time.
• I understand that I will incur no penalty if I decide to withdraw from the study and my decision to do so 
will remain con dential.

RESEARCH USE 
• I understand that the session will last approximately 60 minutes and that I am voluntarily agreeing to 
be recorded with audio, photography, and notes during the session.I understand that I will incur no 
penalty if I decide to withdraw from the study and my decision to do so will remain con dential.
• I understand that if I choose to decline to be recorded I may not be able to participate in the study.
• I understand that all information that I provide is strictly con dential and will be used solely for research 
purposes, and not for marketing or advertising.
• I understand that the information I provide may form the basis of a report or other form of publication 
or presentation.
• I understand that my name will not be used in any report, publication, or presentation and that every 
effort will be used to protect my con dentiality.
• I have read and understand the explanation provided to me. I have had all my questions answered to 
my satisfaction, and I voluntarily agree to participate in this study.
 • I have been given a copy of this consent form.

Guardian’s or Participant’s signature: _________________________________________________________________
Guardian’s or Participant’s printed name: _____________________________________________________________
Researcher’s signature:_______________________________________________________________________________
Date:___/___/___
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Observation 
Checklist 
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Focus Group 
Guidelines 

Session Outline 
The following focus group discussion will be an investigation into young women, mentorship and STEM programs 
in Seattle schools. We will begin with introductions and conduct administrative duties such as  lling out consent 
forms. The focus groups will be conducted on school grounds. We anticipate to interview between 6 - 8 
participants. Each session will last 15 minutes. Following the survey, we will conduct the discussion. We will end by 
summarizing the session and answering any questions participants may have after the discussion.

ENVIRONMENT 
●  Comfortable (venue) + snacks (no meals) + plenty of water)
●  Circular seating

 
GUIDELINES FOR INTERVIEWER/ FACILITATOR: 
●   Do not participate in the discussion (don’t express your opinion)
●  There are no right or wrong answers, only differing points of view
●  We’re taking pictures
●  We’re all on a  rst name basis
●  You don’t need to agree with others, but you must listen respectfully as others share their views
●  Rules for cellular phones and pagers if applicable. For example: We ask that your turn off your phones or 

pagers. If you cannot and if you must respond to a call, please do so as quietly as possible and rejoin us as 
quickly as you can.

●  My role as interviewer/ facilitator will be to guide the discussion
●  Talk to each other

 
INTERVIEW RULES – HIGH-LEVEL: 
●  Use open-ended questions.
●  Avoid leading questions/ don’t place yourself in the conversation.
●  Probe issues in depth via: silence, echo device, “uh-huh” probe, “go-on”, etc.
●  Let the informants/ participants lead the discussion.
●  Allow people to answer in their own terms - voicing their own views, their own values and individual 

experiences.

SCOPE 
The purpose is to ask clarifying questions about our observation and uncover attitudes, needs, and barriers that are 
not easily observable, including:
●  Challenges faced by the girls
●  Motivations of the girls
●  Subject preferences of the girls

QUESTIONS 
●  What do you most like about your mentors?
●  What do you have difficulty learning?
●  How do you feel they help?
●  What do you talk about with your mentor?
●  What would make it easier to learn math and science?
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Participant Survey 
Questions 
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Participant Survey 
Questions 
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Participant Survey 
Questions 
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Expert Interview 
Questions 

Section 1: Background research on education and space 

●  What got you interested in leveraging technology in ways that support youth in underserved 
communities?

●  How do you define underserved communities?
●  Who would you say is the most vulnerable population of the populations you've worked with?
●  You study children’s digital literacy practices in underserved communities - 
●  What types of tech?
●  What regions?
●  Age groups?
●  How are these technologies made accessible to them? 
●  Do you have any thoughts on how to encourage young women to remain in STEAM education?
●  You mentioned you want to highlight the multiplicity of stories (especially those of young people) 

that produce places - how have you found spaces and stories come into play?
●  How do you think learning spaces and environments can better reinforce learning?
●  We are looking at accessible education outside of the classroom = you work with kids mapping 

their neighbourhoods - what's been effective in learning and teaching beyond the classroom?
●  What did you teach at the residential shelter for homeless and runaway teens?
●  How do you deal with the different mindsets and cultural backgrounds?
●  You taught interaction analysis on data about learning, understanding and teaching - 
●  What insights did you uncover from the students' works?

 
Section 2: Challenges and impact of work 

●  In your experience, why are most people are still struggling with this issue?
●  Where do most people go wrong when trying to solve the issue?
●  Your thoughts on technologically-mediated learning for underserved communities vs privileged 

ones?
●  Challenges?
●  Current issues in tech and education (a course she taught)?
●  What are the biggest gaps between what people should be doing and what they are actually 

doing?
 
Section 3: Reaction and evaluation 

●  Do you have any stories or examples that help illustrate key points?
●  What have you found has caused some resistance or pushback from the communities?
●  What is the single most important principle in making education accessible and meaningful?
●  What are the keys to success in doing so? 
●  How do you measure/evaluate your results/impact?
●  Who is already doing this well?
●  What should we be looking for to measure the success of this process?
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Expert Interview: 
Katie H Taylor 

Interviewee Profile 
Katie Headrick Taylor is a professor at the University of Washington College of Education. She joined 
the faculty after her postdoctoral fellow at Northwestern University's School of Education and Social 
Policy. Taylor previously taught at a residential shelter for homeless and runaway teens and taught 
English at a public high school in Japan. She studies children’s digital literacy practices, spatial literacy 
as it pertains to youth mobility and mapping, new ways of teaching spatial literacies, and how to 
leverage new technologies to engage young people in civic processes that drive community change. 
Taylor earned her PhD at Vanderbilt University and her bachelor's degree from New York University. 
 
Since we are investigating how to better design spaces for communities with restricted access to 
education, our capstone team found Katie’s work with underserved youths and her interest in spatial 
literacy to be very relevant for our research. More specifically in her work to use digital media and how 
technology can be leveraged to make learning relevant to a diversity of young people in formal and 
informal learning environments.  

Research Questions 
●  How can we provide learning across social-economic and spatial barriers? 
●  How can we incentivize learning for communities with limited access to education? 
●  How can we design learning spaces to encourage knowledge sharing and autonomous 

learning? 
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Expert Interview: 
Katie H Taylor 

Interview Questions 

Section 1: Background research on education and space 
 
●  What got you interested in leveraging technology in ways that support youth in underserved 

communities? 
○  How do you define underserved communities? 
○  Who would you say is the most vulnerable population of the populations you've worked 

with? 
●  You study children’s digital literacy practices in underserved communities -  

○  what types of tech? 
○  what regions? 
○  age groups? 
○  how are these technologies made accessible to them?  

●  Do you have any thoughts on how to encourage young women to remain in STEAM education? 
●  You mentioned you want to highlight the multiplicity of stories (especially those of young people) 

that produce places - how have you found spaces and stories come into play? 
○  How do you think learning spaces and environments can better reinforce learning? 
○  We are looking at accessible education outside of the classroom = you work with kids 

mapping their neighbourhoods - what's been effective in learning and teaching beyond 
the classroom? 

●  What did you teach at the residential shelter for homeless and runaway teens? 
○  how do you deal with the different mindsets and cultural backgrounds? 

●  You taught interaction analysis on data about learning, understanding and teaching -  
○  what insights did you uncover from the students' works? 
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Expert Interview: 
Katie H Taylor 

Section 2: Challenges and impact of work 
●  In your experience, why are most people are still struggling with this issue? 
●  Where do most people go wrong when trying to solve the issue? 
●  Your thoughts on technologically-mediated learning for underserved communities vs privileged 

ones? 
●  Challenges? 

○  Current issues in tech and education (a course she taught)? 
○  What are the biggest gaps between what people should be doing and what they are 

actually doing? 

Section 3: Reaction and evaluation 
●  Do you have any stories or examples that help illustrate key points? 
●  What have you found has caused some resistance or pushback from the communities? 
●  What is the single most important principle in making education accessible and meaningful? 
●  What are the keys to success in doing so?  
●  How do you measure/evaluate your results/impact? 
●  Who is already doing this well? 
●  What should we be looking for to measure the success of this process? 

 

Closing 
●  Can you recommend anyone else we can speak to? 
●  Do you have anything else to add? 

●  Thank you for your time to do this interview. We will send you an email with any follow up 
questions.  
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Expert Interview: 
Katie H Taylor 

Interview Transcript 
 
●  Taking into consideration the theme of our capstone, could you provide any insights on 

how we can narrow down our project? 
○  Young don't see connection with skills learnt and authentic activity 
○  Maybe think of it flipped: what's the activity we want to see youths do and what kinds of 

skills would be embedded in that? Others seem too distant for the kids to relate to. 
○  It would help to: 

■  1. specify one location 
■  2. Think of it for someone with limited access: what would a place outside of 

school offer to increase educational outcomes and access? 
■  3. Consider parents when they are designing a learning environment for their 

children - is it actually effective? 
●  There are lots of hidden work parents do that we never know about 
●  Homes are an interesting place to leverage 
●  Think about how to leverage what parents are doing 

●  Could you tell us more about your research with youths? 
○  Mainly conduct ethnographic studies of mid to low income families within WA state, and 

also NY and Chicago 
○  The range of the youths are from 9 - 11 years old and how they involve technology in 

their daily lives because everyone has a smart phone or internet or gaming consoles 
●  Design based research 

○  Intervention that makes a new learning configuration to see what's possible with mobile 
tech  

○  Enhance learning something 
●  We are looking at accessible education outside of the classroom = you work with kids 

mapping their neighbourhoods - what's been effective in learning and teaching beyond 
the classroom? 
○  She considers home based work easier to do with younger kids because there is a lot of 

coming of age with the use of tech at home 
○  She spoke of the work Mobile City Science is doing in WA neighbourhoods with 

adolescents 
■  https://www.education.uw.edu/mcs/ 
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Expert Interview: 
Katie H Taylor 

●  How is home-based education related to young girls and STEM? 
○  With STEAM and girls it is more of a cultural issue. Moms are actually helping them do 

the innovative work at home but they don't necessarily talk about it because they don’t 
see baking or gardening as being part of STEM. 

●  You study children’s digital literacy practices in underserved communities - what types 
of tech? what regions? age groups? And how are these technologies made accessible to 
them?  
○  She does a lot of co-design work with the communities in south seattle, rainier beach 

and rainier valley. 
○  There are a lot of issues that are generated by the community and it can be all over the 

place: Some kids want to talk about food deserts, or not being able to walk to a library. 
So it depends on layout of neighbourhood and specific qualities 

○  What are the kids in the neighbourhood valuing at the time? And she has to figure it out 
why that is. 

○  For example, they want a mall because they want their families to have access to jobs, 
but also because they can go shopping and find work there after school. 

○  Kids-generated problems always goes deeper. It is also about inequities: knowing some 
neighbourhoods has this and others don't, and what kids see as an issue in the 
neighbourhood 

●  What is the question you always ask when you approach an issue? 
○  The question she always asks is “Does the sociotechnical system make sense for 

anybody?” Do we need it? Is it essential for the activity you want to be doing? What's the 
meaning and use of it for people? What is the new kind of activity structure that the tech 
can afford?Does that raise opportunities for learning something new? 

●  You taught interaction analysis on data about learning, understanding and teaching - 
what insights did you uncover from the students' works? 
○  The study was more about affordances of collecting video data 
○  You need a  live corpus of video data. It is about learning and change over time in all 

sorts of modalities and seeing the sense-making process all over the body: holistic. The 
study highlights the hotspots: where we think may be learning and do microanalysis on 
them, on how are interactions taking place, what gestures used, how they help others 
understand. 

○  To ask, if we took the gestures away, would people still understand the meaning of the 
videos? 
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Expert Interview: 
Katie H Taylor 

●  How do you measure/evaluate your results/impact? 
○  Look for change over time and how are people participating differently 
○  It is about tracing the change over time 
○  Suggests that we do open coding: content log and create codes 
○  It is more interesting if we can see changes in the community 
○  Visualize where kids spend the most time 

●  You mentioned you want to highlight the multiplicity of stories (especially those of young 
people) that produce places - how have you found spaces and stories come into play? 
○  Check out DOREEN MASSEY: human geographer: 

https://selforganizedseminar.files.wordpress.com/2011/07/massey-for_space.pdf 
○  She talks about places as multiplicity of stories told thus far 
○  We don't experience any place the same way. It is about the complexity of our 

relationships to a space and how do you leverage that complexity as a teaching and 
learning problem? 

○  There is also the issue of equity 
○  How do we make that a core principle with kids: how to surface those different stories? 

●  Do you have any tips for us moving forward? 
○  Get more specific. Think about it as get specific with community and group of kids 
○  What are general things you find that can be applied to other places 
○  What are core findings that can be applied in other places 
○  Her own research + her target populations are more geographically bound. It is easier to 

think about working with neighbourhood schools for her. 
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Expert Interview: 
Katie H Taylor 

Observations & Insights 
Katie’s research and background as an educator who has a vested interest in digital learning spaces 
and interactive learning provided very useful insights. Considering the fact we had not narrowed down 
to a target population, the feedback from her interview brought us up to speed with the context of our 
research questions.  
 
The insights I found to be most useful were: 
●  Co-designing with participants and youth-generated problems usually had a deeper cultural and 

community rationale behind it. Such as when the youths in the particular area she worked with 
were advocating for a mall. It was not to shop but to build a sustainable working environment for 
that community. 

●  When it comes to young women and STEM, people do not realize that it is the mothers who are 
teaching these youths about innovation at home. But things like gardening, baking or creating 
solar systems out of styrofoam is often not talked about or seen as innovation or science. 

●  How to leverage the issue of multiple stories within a space, how a particular space can hold 
different experiences and knowledge gathering for each individual, and how to integrate that into 
a learning opportunity. 

 
Moving forward, I hope that we can actually take these insights and go deeper into them when we work 
with our target community. At the moment, it is looking to be integrating STEM programs into the lives 
of young women within the Seattle area.  
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Expert Interview: 
Andy Davidson 

Observations & Insights 

 
Narrow the scope of research as much as possible 
●  Answer the questions who, what, when, where, why, & how. 
●  Use population access as way to do this. 
●  Be aware of developmental differences for different age groups 
●  Get them before 8th grade if possible, before bias takes effect. 

 
Demographics 
●  Kids in rural areas have less access to education because they’re isolated and it’s expensive 

and time-consuming to travel. 
●  Kids in rural areas often don’t believe they’re good enough to go to college because they aren’t 

exposed to people doing that. 
●  South Seattle is less affluent. 

 
Barriers for learning STEM 
●  Opportunity. 
●  Mentoring and role models. 
●  Access to qualified teachers (and environment?). 

 
Role Models & Mentors 
●  Provide inspiration and new possibilities. 
●  Help to foster a sense of belonging and alleviate isolation. 
●  Are especially important for young women and people of color. 
●  Don’t have to be exactly like the people they’re helping. 
●  Make future possibilities seem real and relatable. 
●  Provide insight from lived experience that helps kids anticipate future situations. 
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Expert Interview: 
Andy Davidson 

Observations & Insights 

 
Working with Kids 
●  Young women are interested in using social communication skills like collaborative problem solving. 
●  Kids need goals and expectations defined for them and enforced. 
●  Be aware that kids my have troubled or atypical home lives. 
●  Make projects relevant to real world issues that are important to and appropriate for the audience. 
●  Use issues that are appropriate for the developmental parameters of a young person. 
●  Use issues that are culturally significant. 
●  Mentors need to participate in an activity with the kids at their level to bond. 
●  Consider how you can extend the reach of the intervention by allowing kids to share knowledge, 

outcomes, and inspirations with other kids. 
●  Allow for downtime to foster discussion between kids and mentors. 
●  Mentors should be aware of what they want to teach the kids and bring it up in casual conversation. 
●  •  Kids want to be challenged. 

 
Tech/Intervention 
●  Visually oriented, fun, creative, and exploratory.  
●  Sketching is popular.  
●  Software: free or affordable 

○  Scratch, Processing, Animation systems 
●  Hardware: often expensive or inaccessible 

○  Little Bits, Osmo, Snap Circuits 
●  DawgBytes, C.S. K-12 Summer program. 
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Expert Interview: 
Beth 

●  What are parents doing to supplement the gap to teach STEM outside of school? 
○  If so how? 
○  If not, why not? 
○  Some are 
○  There's a popularity of STEM camps and STEM toys 
○  STEM toys are highly ranked the last few years 
○  Tricky problem: if highly educated parent or have STEM background, will already be 

there 
■  Issue is the parents who do not have these backgrounds 
■  How do parents get involved, get interested and involve their kids? 
■  How to make it easy for parents to help? 

○  May be a lack of understanding of how to relate to the kids 
○  Made with Code have section for parents = does not have to be different for kids vs 

parents 
●  Lots of bias pushing girls out 

○  Seeing stereotypes 
●  2 problems 

○  1. getting women in 
○  2. preventing push out 

●  Drop from 37% to 18% in women in 1984 
○  Theories: advent of personal computers: marketed only towards males? 
○  Women involvement in medical sciences have risen 
○  Women taken AP tests not predictor of women going into a career in that 
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Expert Interview: 
Beth 

●  Other factors: 
○  Marketing shifts from focusing on it's just a toy to becoming more gender specific 
○  Tech became more boy toys 
○  Impostor syndrome 
○  Women students report getting less choice projects or more managerial role 
○  Not same level of involvement 
○  Lack of incentives/perceptions 
○  Total number of people taking CS has increased, so the number of women may skew 
○  Enrollment caps: look into it = more in CS = see more interest and there are enrollment 

caps on intro level courses and major level courses 
○  Can only take a CS class in the major or have prior experience and it's a rolling thing 
○  Chicken or egg thing 

●  Different ethnicities 
○  Her focus more on girls in general 
○  Important to have discussion around ethnicities and will have subdiscussions around 

that 
●  What’s important? 

○  Soft skills very important 
○  Encouragement from adults very important 
○  Having a good female teacher 
○  Having friends in class 
○  Connections to things outside of STEM/CS tracks 
○  Eg. mapping storms or saving whales or designing tech wearables 
○  It’s important right now to market STEM to focus more on girl-STEM vs boy-STEM 

■  Narrow line about appealing to girls but not finding it to be a girl in STEM 
●  Soft skills 

○  Mentorships 
○  Immersive camps: girl scouts 
○  Encouragement from guidance counselors, parents, teachers 
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Expert Interview: 
Beth 

●  Feasibility with our timeline? 
○  Sense of role models 
○  Exposing more students in general to what you can do with STEM 

■  How it can fit into their life? 
■  How are girls making choices? 
■  What can they see themselves doing? 
■  How to help them visualize what they can do with STEM? 

●  Questions to ask 
○  Where can stories about women in STEM live on already interesting platforms that 

already exist? 
○  Where are apps primarily geared? girls are only going to access them if you're already 

interested in it or someone pushes you into it? 
○  How do you generate the interest? 
○  Where are the girls not doing STEM spending their time? 
○  How do girls find it? 

■  Word of mouth 
●  Mentors and teachers and school structure play an important role 

○  Lot of CS teachers = teachers have high turnover rates, esp in CS 
○  Particularly true in rural areas and poor urban schools 
○  Less likely to be exposed the STEM class 
○  More media consumption 

●  Middle school and high school 
○  Early learning to career can be interventions 
○  Middle school and early career are interesting because women tend to turn away from 

STEM choices there 
○  Around middle school, need influence of role models 

●  Look at: 
○  Other countries may have good case studies 
○  UK is interesting coz they have single curriculum = CS is compulsory 
○  Not look at STEM but philanthropy and charitable giving 
○  Comic Relief from the UK 
○  Helping young ppl learn about charitable giving 
○  Did it through curriculum and TV 
○  Common Sense Media 
○  Tricycle 
○  Magazines are a big curator for toys 
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Expert Interview: 
Victoria Santos 

●  Incentives 
○   No problem with female role models / more inclusive environment (amazon, Microsoft, 

different industries) 
○   No problem with recruiting mentors 
○   The issue is to make it appealing for young women 

■   How to make it interesting for girls to be part of doing programs 
○  The problem is because of the curriculum 

■  No collaborative learning experience / 
■  Sold as linear / rigid learning methods 

●  How does the program select people 
○  They self select at the beginning of the year from different communities 
○  After school program and the weekends 
○  Recruiting from friends/ family/ schools 

●  Mentors and students 
○  Ratio 2:1 
○  Student ages: 12 - 18 

●  Confidence / aspirations gaps 
○   Under age they are shy / introvert 
○   When they’re older they get more serious 

■   They found they wanted be part of the community / leadership opportunities 
●  Facilitador vs mentors 

○  They have different roles 
○  Facilitators (23 people) see the entire community 50 students 
○  Create curriculum, retrieve activities 
○  Small learning communities 
○  Public speaking, code / smaller groups 
○  Then break down into smaller groups 
○  They share their personal feelings 

●  Demographic 
○  80% girls of color, 50% immigrants, 90% low income 
○  From different areas in Washington state 
○  Bellevue has more diversity than Seattle (refugees in that area) 
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Expert Interview: 
Victoria Santos 

●  Programs and ethnicity issues 
○  Conflicts related to where they come from 
○  Base level where they all are female 
○  Built communities based on diversity 
○  The mind set of working issues together 
○  The intention is for you to make friends with people that are from different places 
○  The different activities tailor building community and interaction 

●  Belonging factor 
○  We need to make them feel they belong in this place / you can belong in any industry 

●  How important is when you have mentor, do they have to be from the STEM field? 
○  They don’t have to be in the STEM field 
○  It is about supporting and encouraging them 
○  Field trips are important activities 
○  Learning from all this different places 
○  We have mentors from 22 and up to 60 / age is not a problem for girls to choose a 

mentor 
○  Open to learn from them 
○  Mainly female and some male mentors 
○  Because of the diversity of the students (muslim women) they sort don’t work with male 

mentors 
○  Mainly white ]mentors 

●  First year / they go thru other organizations to connect with other students from other 
organizations 
○  YearUp / coding camps 

●  - What it is lacking with mentors? 
○  Sometimes women are busy with their career 
○  They travel a lot 
○  Presence is complicated for them 

●  What makes a good mentor 
○   Open minded 
○  Good listener 
○  Looking for the right opportunity to give advice 
○  Someone who has done emotional work 
○  Someone who is willing to be  team player 
○  Takes initiative 
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Expert Interview: 
Victoria Santos 

●  How often they meet with girls? 
○  Depends where they are working with them / 3 times at month 
○  Girls are able to access them outside and different time schedule 
○  Girls who are shy 
○   Mentors get trained to overcome this issues 
○  Role playing 

●  Male involvement 
○   They are important to support women empowerment strategies 
○   Engaging the parents / important to invest time with them 
○   One awareness for parents 
○  Men see that women can lead and support 
○  Social justice / not only man can lead 
○  Representation in STEM fields 
○  It would make a difference for women to see other to relate (different fields) 
○  More diversity 

●  Mentors application / criteria 
○  Application 
○  Meeting about expectations / for every program 
○  Open mind 

●  Career choices 
○  Start with young women (since age 12) to go over college applications, letters, finances, 

etc 
●  Blue horizon / mentors help the girls / what’s lacking 
●  Tech / one-one-one peering 
●  It will be nice to find a person interested in that particular topi 
●   More individual based projects 
●  More personalized/ hand-holding approach with the girls 
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Expert Interview: 
Ilona 

 
●  Questions: 

○  Insights 
○  Finding products 
○  Best matrix to use to assess the products/services? 
○  Why did the numbers go down for women since 1980s? 
○  Please explain the ed tech framework 
○  Holistic vs only tech segmentation? 

●  Demo Day 
○  Landscape of tech that year 
○  Did survey and instructional tools 

●  Alex had different focus 
○  Consumer products: games, interest in STEM and computer science 

●  Funding that has happened/has not happened 
○  Funding has increased over the years 
○  PreK is lower 
○  Most funding is over K 
○  Ask who is funding and what are they funding? 

●  Tech 
○  Chromebooks really taking over 
○  Because of Affordability, durability, has google suite of tools 
○  What devices are students using in school and at home? 
○  Building math educ apps for a particular age range 
○  Students can advance through it in an engaged and linear way 

●  How to find apps? 
○  Googled and follow education sites and blogs 
○  Focused on twitter to find these apps, games and products 
○  Sent out survey to parents and anyone who interacted with kids 
○  Talked to people at foundations for ideas and things they were funding 

●  Demo Day 
○  Tools have to be representative of what market is using 
○  Interesting app/great idea 
○  Has to be scalable 
○  Data not out there yet: most are quite new 
○  Have to show it's innovative: product may not last, but idea may 
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Expert Interview: 
Ilona 

 
●  Criteria 

○  Student progress as part of the criteria 
○  Adaptive to the student's input and providing a diff output 
○  Flexibility 
○  Usability 
○  Relevance 
○  Affordability 
○  Durability 
○  Credibility 

●  Market gaps 
○  Science and educ apps and games are hard to come by 
○  One product: Tuva 
○  Provides students with real world data sets 
○  Eg. all movies made in US at a certain time 

●  Product: Noticing Tools 
○  Credible for teachers, came from a credible source 
○  Encourages emergent thinking 

●  Product: Nepris 
○  Like a match.com for teachers and professionals 

●  How do students/schools find out about these products/platforms? 
○  Ardusat would reach out to schools to sell their products 

●  Conferences that product ppl are at: teachers and school administrators attend 
○  Eg. SXSWEdu 

●  Affordable on a case by case basis 
●  Only look at public schools 
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Expert Interview: 
Alex 

●  Women hold majority of bachelor degrees now 
●  Parents already know STEM is crucial and that students not getting proper instruction in 

classrooms 
●  New breed of STEM toys specifically targeted towards girls 

○  Minecraft: popular, cool, not gendered for the most part 
■  Consensus: great, similarity with game itself 
■  Microsoft has data about Minecraft 
■  Can't prove that students are learning more in Minecraft vs traditional learning 
■  Have to rely on students and parents word on this 
■  Prefer to be non-gendered 

●  Criteria 
○  open ended 
○  enduring: can last through an age, not just a month 
○  story based: girls really drawn to stories, can relate to a x-ter and follow along = there is 

a reason for doing it 
○  well-priced 

●  Common Sense Media 
○  https://www.commonsensemedia.org/ 

●  StemBox 
○  Kina McAllister: ask Beth/Alex for a connection 
○  is based in Seattle 

●  Communities very interesting 
○  Hard to assess their efficacies 
○  Important to hear what different orgs are doing 
○  Reach out to community groups and find out what they're using and what works 
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Expert Interview: 
Kiley 

●  Involvement with KidSteam 
○  She likes to work with marginalized communities 
○  Is what I am doing helping people 
○  Education outreach helps to do it 
○  Accessible field 
○  Factors to make it easier for you 
○  Easy for the students who are involved 

●  Workshop 
○  Not easy for her to do 
○  Could be better ways to make it longer lasting / build relation with the community 
○  How to make it easier for mentor to get involved 

●  Mentors are easier to identify / successful 
○  Parents / a lot of effort 

●  Changes development 
○  Middle school is a crazy time 
○  Pre-teen 
○  Figuring out identity 

●  Platforms used: 
○  Workshop with middle school girls 
○  Learning how to program 
○  Making drawings / visual tool 
○  Using tangibles / hummingbird block based program 
○  Direct feedback from the kids 

●  Kidsteam 
●  Beginning of the year (10 7-11 year old kids) 

○  Every session was different / twice a week 
○  Critique technology, draw, idea, making crafts, 
○  People in those fields to work with kids 
○  Lessons from facilitating 
○  Not telling them what to do 
○  Kids are usually outspoken, excited 
○  Working with new topics / no constraints / clarity of what they are doing 
○  Build communities 
○  Their ideas are respected 
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Expert Interview: 
Kiley 

●  Relationship with the staff 
○  No mentorship / more like partnership for the workshops they have 
○  Engage in role model / thoughts 
○  How can we make it more interesting or inclusive? 
○  Connecting ways that you can find similarities about interests 
○  Pretty casual environment 
○  Being silly with the kids / easy to connect with them 

●  Run a kidsteam session 
○  To observe what they do and how they work 
○  How do you select the kids 
○  People they know 
○  UW community 
○  It is on campus / twice a week 
○  Faculty parents 
○  Diverse 
○  Not a lot of opportunity of discovery / most kids have some experience with college 
○  Design research methods 
○  Use sticky notes 
○  Low fidelity activities 
○  Charrette activities 
○  Language they use (processing) 

●  Most surprising with working with kids 
○  Hard time separating relationships / friend and professional 
○  Try to make them understand the role of the other people involve 
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Expert Interview: 
Priya & Jessica 

●  P16 framework  
○  Wanted to create common mental model to look at students the same way 
○  And what parts affect the students 
○  An attempt to map out issues 
○  Started July 2016 
○  Culmination of 7 mths of 

■  Lit review 
■  Expert interviews 

○  How many barriers + enabling pieces students experience or come across 
○  Hinder or help their goals 
○  Benchmarks 

■  What other frameworks set up as important benchmarks 
■  From lit reviews 
■  Predictors of high school graduation 
■  What is identified as important transition points 

○  Had to make some calls on that coz literature never really agrees with each other 
○  What goes on top of school support = mentorship 

●  Convos with Beth 
○  Which ones affected women and STEM 
○  Exposure to STEM 
○  Mentorship and support 
○  Highlighting pathways 
○  Happens in earnest in high school 
○  If decide general direction in middle school, it would help 
○  Extending model backwards 
○  Most well adjusted middle school is a bit of a shit show = people start falling off 
○  Middle school is the most difficult all the way around 
○  Look at social, emotional things + how to look at it with STEM related things to  

■  How to increase the grit 
■  6, 7, 8th grade kicks in 
■  Sense of belonging 

○  David Yaeger: spoke of belonging uncertainty 
■  increase sense of “do I actually belong?” 

○  Young women of colour: have a pretty unique experience 
■  Various literature they’ve read = more targeted what student’s lived experiences 

are like, the more effective 
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Expert Interview: 
Priya & Jessica 

●  Middle School 
○  Kids are end-user 
○  Getting that kind of feedback  
○  Do that as a second order thing 
○  Do it as prototyping testing stage 
○  Would still be helpful to talk to the ppl we’re building solutions for 

●  Role Models 
○  Talk to ppl our age 
○  Get a baseline 
○  After we’ve talked with them, will be able to inform the solution we want to provide 

●  Platforms 
○  Involving mentors 
○  Adjacent market 
○  Black Girls Code 
○  Minds Matter (more high school focused) 

●  Synthesis 
○  Spreadsheets 
○  Each topic has roles 
○  Front end the organization makes it easier 
○  Set up solid  
○  AirTable to keep track of citations 

●  Criteria 
○  Reviews, interviews and suggestions from ppl at the foundation 
○  Where critical mass was at different topics 

●  No primary research 
○  Because more focused on creating mental model instead of designing interventions to 

address these issues 
●  STEM in Nevada  

○  Middle school was make or break point for where kids will be going in the future 
○  Research and emphasis on 9th grade outcomes bears that out 
○  Showing what they’ve learnt from middle school period 
○  And mindset they go into high school (when they get into the new environment) 
○  Psycho-social developmental steps 
○  12 year old = dealing with 3 different people in one day 
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Expert Interview: 
Priya & Jessica 

●  Young women of colour 
○  Lots of emphasis on women in STEM 
○  But in reality = women you see in STEM seem to be predominantly white 
○  Women in colour in STEM is lower 
○  Helping ppl see themselves in the spaces 
○  And creating interventions in cultural context in which they live and experience 
○  Meeting them where they are 
○  Intersectionality argument 
○  Are there common elements across all these that we can intervene? 
○  Yet what is sufficiently different enough that could use a specific adjustment or addition? 

where a little adjustment can be slotted in? 
○  Do they have the cultural literacy to work with the girls? 
○  Recruitment of mentors makes a big difference? 

●  Framework 
○  27: expectations = include that as well 
○  Growth mindset 
○  Social and emotional 
○  Orientation 
○  Sense of belonging 
○  Think of broader than where we’re moving 

■  In high school, college level coursework 
■  Kids who take college level coursework do better in college 

■  Set up expectation for middle schoolers  
○  In focusing specifically on STEM there are things that are not in the framework 
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Expert Interview: 
Malia Burns 

●  When do you feel girls stop being engaged? 
○  I don’t see a lot of disproportionality in terms of how students are doing in classes 
○  I have girls strong in maths and science 
○  They don’t tie it to a prof goal 
○  They don’t say I’m going to be an engineer, or doctor 
○  That’s where the disconnect is 
○  Maybe we can say you have this skillet 
○  Here’s a career you can connect to 
○  Here’s some women who have done this 
○  And the challenges they faced 
○  That’s the big disconnect 
○  We don’t see the disproportionality in the classroom 

●  Lack of role models? 
○  We have more candidates for science and for maths 
○  More male teachers 
○  Teaching force in WA is women dominated b 
○  However in high school, more men are in hard sciences 
○  Biology more women 
○  But physics and chemistry, the hard sciences, are mainly men 
○  If you’re not giving kids a role model, and their parents are not doing it, they don’t see it 
○  A kid whose parents are codes and only know coders 
○  Wants kids to come here to be in politics 
○  It’s on the school to expose them to folks in the professional field 
○  Not just one day, but has to be a continuum 
○  Our vision 

■  Sophomore get taster experience 
■  Junior: shadow 
■  Senior: internships 

●  How does mentoring work? 
○  Each child has a mentor for 4 years 
○  All our teachers are mentors 
○  One of the roles the teacher takes on 
○  If you’re a math teacher, one of your role is to mentor a group 
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Expert Interview: 
Malia Burns 

●  How are mentors assigned? 
○  Intentionally create heterogenous groups 
○  Microcosm of school environ 
○  See mentor every single day 
○  Play a game or a post it note or present fave video 
○  To build community 
○  Friday is a mentor group all day 
○  Working on academic project 
○  Getting push academically 
○  Mentors get 1 on 1 10 min convo with their mentees 
○  This mentor has only 20 kids they’re responsible for 
○  In college, mentors are responsbile for 400  
○  Here they get to now them personally 
○  We train mentors to get them to set mentees to set ambitious goals 

●  Diversity of faculty? 
○  Our teachers are our mentors, so need a diverse faculty first 
○  Age: 24 - 34, not too diverse in terms of age 

●  Does age make a diff? 
○  I think it does 
○  It’s co-ed 
○  Students still figuring out gender identity and orientation 
○  I’m glad we are co-ed 
○  Kids respond differently to different mentor genders 
○  50-50 
○  We have a lot of faculty who identify as folks of colour 
○  Kids like to see people who can represent them on staff 
○  Have an east african on staff but not on faculty 
○  25% students are east african 

●  Do the kids have a say in the diversity of the faculty? 
○  Engage kids directly 
○  They give feedback even though not elicited 
○  Had an interview day and they saw the candidates 
○  And they noticed they don’t have a black administrator 
○  And gave feedback on how the candidate interacted with the students 
○  It’s neat how they can see that, name it and advocate for it 
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Expert Interview: 
Malia Burns 

●  Mentors 
○  Not everyone likes their mentor 
○  It doesn’t have to he their fave person 
○  But has to have a person to look out for them 
○  The mentor’s responsibility if they don’t have a personal connection to connect the kid to 

someone else 
○  Some kids don’t have a male figure in their life and get a woman mentor, then she would 

connect them to a male mentor and follow up 
○  Have to figure out how to support the kid to get what they need 

●  How does the community help build types of skills? 
○  Structures that are in place 
○  Mentor group: start by saying you’re family  
○  You’re going to support each other and support each other academically and socially 
○  Do identity work 
○  Step to the Line: if you have someone in your family who had a drug/alcohol addiction:  
○  Kids can acknowledge experience s they’ve had an see similarities 
○  Talk about goals 
○  Do a camping trip 
○  Do a lot of team building activities 
○  It’s kind of that sorority or fraternity, building pride 
○  About building tribes 
○  How to build rituals, heroes and language 
○  We want the mentor group to be the centre of it 
○  What’s cool, which is usually about feelings of isolation 
○  Mentors have to do a home visit in first month of school and learn about family and the 

kid for the asset mindset: where are they strong?  
○  Get to meet the parents as well 
○  Students often there, but time to make really strong connection 
○  Already know an adult, who knows things about them and has their back and they’re told 

they have this family at school 
○  They sit together that first week and the kids who are timid have their default friend 

group 
○  The idea that there’s alway a default for me 
○  Someone to go back to  
○  Esp at a time when you’re so vulnerable emotionally 
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Expert Interview: 
Malia Burns 

●  Which path are you going to take and how mentors actually come into play and handle 
that? 
○  So powerful for me to realize, every child needs a mentor 
○  Easy for teachers to target kids who are visibly struggling or eager beavers 
○  To support that but not engaging with students who are not extroverts 
○  Lots of students who have potential who are not performing to their highest potential 
○  We have too many biases about who needs support and we’re missing too many 

students 
●  When you say you pair mentors: do you pair them with their interests? 

○  We just create a lil microcosm of our school, a somewhat random selection 
○  If we think we have a kid who has strong academic or emotional needs, try to have a 

mentor who can handle that 
○  Mentor has role of parents to raise the kid 
○  Opp when doing career exploration to do a deliberate pairing 
○  But it’s mentor’s responsibility to connect them 
○  Challenge is the teachers are doing it and they’re on campus - maybe they have interest 

in science and tech but not experience necessarily coz they’re educators 
○  Mentorship is about taking full responsibility, almost like a parent 
○  That adult feels responsible for that kid in a lot of facets, through thick and thin, to listen 

in the kid, to be there when they’re in trouble 
○  If you get someone like that, they'll connect the kids with the resources they need 

●  Barriers to be mentors? 
○  It is a very vulnerable time in middle school 
○  A lot of ppl have fears around mentoring kids 
○  The fears stem from concern that they’re going to not know what to talk about with the 

kids, if they don’t have a curriculum 
○  More a discomfort teaching kids 
○  If you love kids, you can talk to them about anything 
○  But if we don’t do this or practice 
○  Also hard to take responsibility for kids outcome 
○  Here I hire so my first question is are you going to be a good mentor? 
○  Do you love kids that much? 
○  My second Q is are you going to be an innovative teacher? 
○  Don’t know what it could look like or don’t have the support 
○  Kids don’t need you to talk at them, they need you to listen to them 
○  I know nothing about chemistry but I can ask her Qs, like How can I connect you?  
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Expert Interview: 
Luis Ortega 

●  Which areas in Washington state you consider to show a gap with education?  
○   • GAPS 
○   - Hyperfocus industry K12 and higher ed has put on STEM 
○    * esp paying attention to gender gap 
○   - A lot more about waving hands and say pay attention to this industry 
○   - Led to huge influx and interest and policy focusing on the issue 
○   - Worries him 
○    * A lot of interest without an established journey map to 

make it happen 
○    * Many don’t have the experience or knowledge base to 

solve it 
○    * They mainly throw money or resources at it 
○    * Copy and paste into the industry 
○   - True about education and other sectors 
○    * Want a prepackaged toolkit in steps exactly what to do 
○    * Don’t want to innovate 
○    * Or tackle the issue 
○    * Only want to be told what to do 
○    * There are pioneers out there, locally: 
○    * TAF Academy 
○   * Brings uniqueness and value of STEM education and also applies 

social justice lens through their work 
○   * people come from the community are the ones running the org 
○   * founder: woman of colour  
○   * solution: deceptively simple 
○     + go spend time and listen a community 
○   * STEM is embedded in everyday life, not something new 
○   * it’s based on relationships 
○   * A lot of it becomes demystified 
○   * Social stigmas: kept girls from accessing the STEM fields 
○   * Microcosm of Seattle 
○   * frustrating coz have so much access to industry leaders, world class 

institutions, experts and educators 
○   * there is funding out there but we still see gaps 
○   * there are socio-economic barriers 
○   * but in terms of capital: intellectual, resources 
○   * what’s the missing piece? 
○   * what’s the catalyst missing here? 
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Expert Interview: 
Luis Ortega 

• DIFFERENT CULTURAL BARRIERS = Empathy Building 
 - South park: disproportionately impacted communities = marginalized 

- Will spend 3 - 4 mths not worrying about curriculum but building relationship, getting invested 
in what’s happening in their lives and getting to know them 

 - Whenever you’re trying to serve a group that’s not traditionally been served 
  * Have to break a circle 
 - How ppl think of knowledge as a transactional thing   
  * I’m owner of this knowledge => I have to give this to you now 
  * how to drop this on you => test you to see if you’re absorbing it right… 
 - Remember: center of all this is people and relationships 
  * that’s what’s going to make a program work or not 
  * then you can think of scaling 
  * want to have a SYSTEMS perspective about all this 
  * but we jump too quickly to package something for industry leaders 
  * but can be at the expense of the user 
 - Once you go and spend time listening with a community 
  * active listening 
  * engaging 

* get to know their needs and what’s happening around them that may be of relevance to 
your particular interests/program 

 
•  POPULATION 

 - elementary = the earlier the better 
  * no such thing as too early 
 - social stigma 
  * by age 5, the kids already have social identity about who they are 
   + race 
   + gender 
   + socio-economic status 
  * will be ingrained in their path 
  * already have pre-conceived notions about what they can/cannot do 
  * once they start getting older 
   + sexuality 
   + political tendencies 
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Expert Interview: 
Luis Ortega 

•  PARENTS 
 - Brewster, WA 
  * parents play a huge role 

* way it has been structured, they’re just following patterns passed down by own parents 
and reinforced by society 

 - places of learning like schools 
  * a place to reflect on this 
  * in partnership with parents 
  * things happening in households are often reconfirmed in schools 
 - schools are a gathering place 
  * most ppl will go through a public school 
  * it’s a missed opportunity to not use the place as a learning for 
   + kids 
   + parents 
   + educators 
  * transactional and structured 
   + but not to include parents = frustrating 
 - opportunity 
  * have a lot of great kids, already gathered in one place 
  * QUESTION: how to get a buy in of an institution about your solution 
  * how to bring parents into it? 
  * addressing more than one issue for them 

•  GENDER 
 - depends on scope of project and theory of change we’re pursuing 

 
•  TECH 

 - more strategic employment 
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Expert Interview: 
Luis Ortega 

•  SCOPE 
 - middle school 

- interesting to bring a gender lens to STEM education that’s open to both genders 
 - middle school weird age for boys 
  * very different energy levels 

- something amazing about making sure little boys are hearing this conversation 
   * that it’ll be something they would benefit from 
 - SEATTLE WORLD SCHOOL 
  * similar program well attended 
  * have an after-school component and summer school component 
  * primarily serve immigrant and refugees 
  * project based school 
  * science teacher has a Phd 
  * Luis can CONNECT us to them 
  * fought for the school to be there 
  * serves immigrant and refugee students 
   + can be accessed if it’s in a central location 
  * also taps a large network of partners 
   + centra de la raza 
   + vietnamese coalition 
   + have a school based clinic 
  * Luis’s mom doing community-parent engagement 
  * founded in the 80s 

+ after the fall of saigon with influx of vietnamese refugees in the seattle area 
   + went from transitional program to full on school 

* Luis was part of school design team helping them build the cohort and leadership 
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Expert Interview: 
Luis Ortega 

•  SOLUTIONS 
 - engagement: 
  * relevance 
  * not abstract 
  * ownership 
 - MESA program 
  * trying to change it to more underserved communities 
  * STEM education for 2 weeks for middle school summer program 
  * build rockets 
  * always about TRYING something 
   + jump into it right away 
   + don’t do long intros 
   + get them curious 

- Finds too often, in educ, we teach kids to WAIT for the answer or look at the back of the book 
 - Just get them to jump in and build/create something 
 - Flipped classroom quite useful 

 
•  QUESTION 

 - a lot of approach will be determined by 
  * setting/space you can use 
  * size of the group 
  * time 
 - those will set the tone for what’s doable and what’s the best approach 
 - will have different sets of tools activities for 80 kids vs for 25 kids 
 - access to tools/resources 
 - what do we want out of this: for ourselves (stakeholders) and students? 
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Expert Interview: 
Luis Ortega 

•  APPROACHING STUDENTS 
 - need to get buy-in from school 
 - will do surveys if on iPad 
  * coz schools ask them to do it all the time 
 - Seattle World School 

* has advisory = neutral period (no subjects) where can get additional support 
  * can also work with after-school programs 
  * school would be interested if we frame it as research for their curriculum 
 - Games/activity 
  * more fun 
  * how to get kids to be more engaged 
  * beginning + end with surveys 

 
•  MESA 

 - combination of things 
  * people of colour working with you in STEM = role models 

   + role model piece is essential 
  * being exposed to top of the line institutions 
   + boeing 
   + medical surgery equipment 
  * conversations about how it is totally accessible to them 
   + not intimidating  
   + but fun and appealing 
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Expert Interview: 
Luis Ortega 

•  ISSUE 
 - the capacity is not there for that to be the solution 
 - people of colour are underrepresented in any of these fields 
  * already fighting to be in the field 
  * there is not enough of us  
  * not at the level it needs to happen 

- most people of colour will not be in the type of setting where these workshops happen 
  * will be one time deal 
  * about 1 hour in a conference/workshop 
  * they care about it but will be paid to do this 
 - it’s important but it won’t be a scalable solution 
 - it’s like the importance of having teachers of colour in the classroom 
  * we still don’t have them 
  * we’re not graduating quickly enough 
  * not enough of us are going to college 
  * less of us going into education programs 
  * how do we tackle that? 
  * being teacher not a hot job right now 
  * high demand, low supply 

 
•  SHORT TERM 

 - can recruit a group of people to be role models 
 - high school kid: senior: MILAN NAIR 
  * started own STEM program to teach other kids about STEM 
  * teaches things like science behind soccer 
  * goes to unconventional school: TESLA charter school 
  * in Luis’s youth group for Gates Foundation 
  * STEM for Fun facebook 

•  CONTACT 
 - Seattle World School - Gayne Sanchez (Luis’s mom) 
 - Robotic class - Chandra 
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Mentor Interview 
Questions 

ROLE 
●  What is your background?
●  How did you get interested in STEM?
●  How did you choose your field?
●  What do you like the most and least about your field?
●  What is your role as a mentor?    
●  Who are you mentoring?    
●  What do you do with your mentee?
●  What kind of mentoring do you offer?
●  How often do you meet your mentee?
●  For how long?
●  Why do you think it is important to be a mentor?
●  What are the benefits of being a mentor?

 
MOTIVATION 
●  Did you have a mentor growing up?
●  How did having or not having a mentor influence you and your decision to be in STEM? 
●  Who was your biggest influence that led you to pursue a STEM career?
●  In what ways did your education prepare you for your career?
●  What was the reason you became a mentor?    
●  Your goal as a mentor?
●  Who was your role model growing up?    
●  Who is your role model now?    
●  Who served as your influencer and barrier when you were growing up?
●  How did your beliefs, motivations, and aspirations change as you grew and why?

 
MENTEES 
●  How do you create/foster a relationship with your mentee?
●  What are your mentee’s barriers/challenges?
●  What are your mentees responsible for?
●  How can we apply STEM to problems that are interesting to girls?
●  What do you see if impacting their participation in STEM?
●  Who is usually influencing them?
●  What are the benefits/rewards that you see in the mentees due to mentoring?
●  What changes do you see in your mentees confidence and aspirations throughout the mentoring 

process?
●  How do you monitor their progress?
●  What do you like the most and least about mentoring?
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Competitive 
Assessment 

// Appendix G 

Schoolhub Students is an app that helps students to manage 
their academic life. It provides an integrated suite of tools that 
allows students to enroll in courses, submit assignments, 
organize and prioritize deadlines, monitor work completion, 
and interact with faculty and peers. We choose this app 
because we wanted to see how it could help students to take 
ownership of their learning through goal setting and social 
interaction.

AUDIENCE: Students and Teachers

PLATFORM: iOS, Android, and Web

FEATURES:

●  The dashboard allows you to know what your 
upcoming exams, assignments, and other deadlines 
are

●  Access to the different courses you are enrolled in
●  Share and export your courses with other classmates


URL:  www.schoolhub.com/students



Competitive 
Assessment 

It should:
-  Be easy to use.
-  Be useful and relevant to a student’s daily life.
-  Help students organize and prioritize their work.
-  Help students set and achieve their academic goals.
-  Facilitate social interaction between students and their peers and educators.

Evaluation  
Criteria 
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Competitive 
Assessment 

-  The aim of School Hub is to help students manage their 
academic life. This includes courses they are enrolled in per 
semester or quarter, school-related events and exams they are 
scheduled to take. 



-  How might we manage our 
academic course load?

Core 
Task 
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Competitive 
Assessment 

We gauge the success of our tasks by the following:
-  New activity is listed in the calendar and visible to the student 

on their dashboard.
-  Students are able to view a list of the courses they added.

Task 
Success 
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Competitive 
Assessment 

1.  From the dashboard the user is asked to add a new ‘Course.’ The user clicked on the top corner ‘plus’ 
menu to add a new course.

2.  Find the ‘Courses’ section from the ‘dashboard.’
3.  Click on ‘Courses.’
4.  On the following screen, click on the plus sign in the lower right corner, and then on ‘Create.’

Task: 
Add a new 
course 

Sections are displayed  at the bottom with an ‘icon’. 
There are no labels to help users identify the different 
sections.

The ‘add’ icon from the 
dashboard only allow 
users to add events, 
exams, or assignments 
but no ‘Courses’.
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Competitive 
Assessment 

5.  On the following screen, click on the ‘add course’ option, and then on ‘Create a course.’

A grey box in the background indicates active the 
section. 

Two options are displayed for 
adding/enrolling a course

Task: 
Add a new 
course 
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Competitive 
Assessment 
Task: 
Add a new 
course 
6.  Enter the course information, including the course name, abbreviation, term, and selected color designation for 

the course. Then optionally add the syllabus (requires a premium account), schedule, and instructor contact. 
Adding a schedule involves selecting the type of course and entering the location, date, start time, end time, 
selecting the duration for it to repeat, setting an end date, and adding a notification reminder. Adding an 
instructor involves adding a first and last name, title, phone, email, URL, office location, and selecting office 
hours from a pop-up menu.

Students can add 
specific 
information from 
instructor and 
schedule.
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Competitive 
Assessment 
Task: 
Add a new 
course 
7.  Students are able to see a list of the courses they created from the ‘courses’ section.

Detailed information 
from the course 
students created can 
be accessed from the 
‘courses’ section.
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Competitive 
Assessment 
Major 
Pain points 

-  No interactivity: Users are unable to interact with other instructors or peers of the courses they are enrolled in.
-  Limited access: Although the app allows students to add courses, it does not offer access to course materials.
-  Calendar has limited views: There is no option to see Overdue or Completed items on the Dashboard. You have to 

go to the Calendar to see the event that’s not in this week. UI is not consistent. 
-  Lack of accountability features: There are no indicators of accountability or reinforcement for goals.
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Competitive 
Assessment 
Design 
recommendations 

-  Allow contacts to be imported from a class registration list so they don’t have to be manually typed.


-  Add a messaging function to allow users to send messages to other peers/teachers (e.g. “send message 

to”).


-  Replace the use of course ID numbers with a menu system to make it easier for students to select 
topics or courses.


-  Connect student goals to their bigger objectives through positive reinforcement and accountability.


-  Allow students to share goals with their peers and work towards them collaboratively.


-  Provide students access to additional material for courses and topics.
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Competitive 
Assessment 
Key 
Takeaways 

One of the insights we derived from our research was that girls do not understand how to set realistic and 
attainable goals or develop plans to achieve them. Schoolhub does not provide students with the ability to see their 
academic improvement over time, provide clear boundaries, or reinforce achievements. There is no consequence to 
whether or not they complete an assignment or reach an academic goal. We can improve upon this by providing 
tangible incentives that bear relevance to the girls lives, such as receiving free food or a freebie assignment. In this 
case, greater achievements would receive greater rewards. In addition to positive reinforcement, we can create 
accountability by using collaborative goals for classes to emphasize the collective importance of a student’s individual 
goals. This could also be tied into the reward system to offer collaborative rewards like parties or field trips.


This also connects to another aim of our project, which is to build a sense of belonging amongst peers in 
school. To this end, Schoolhub misses opportunities to foster supportive communication amongst students and their 
peers or professors. For our intervention, we should aim for a design that promotes interaction between students and 
their peers, and allows teachers to provide immediate feedback for assignments and school projects. We may look 
into including social media components, such as SMS, chat rooms, or a forum platform, into our design, as it is a 
medium our target demographic is familiar with and uses on a daily basis. The challenge that we need to further 
explore is how to integrate this social component with academic goals in a way that is safe, meaningful, and 
developmentally appropriate for young women.
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